The Full Lid
7th August 2020
Hi everyone! Welcome to The Full Lid! I just ew back from two
simultaneous online conventions and BOY are my arms tired!
Editor's Note: Warning, this newsletter contains Dad Jokes and emotional
processing. The audience's indulgence is appreciated.
Hello! I'm Alasdair. I enjoy things and stu . This is The Full Lid, and as it's
the top of the month let's recap for our new joiners. Every Friday at 5 p.m.
you get a double shot of pop culture ca eine. Everything I found
interesting, weird or fun this week, direct to your inbox. Reviews! Analysis!
Recipes! Alliteration! It's like email, but fun!
So, last week was A Lot. CoNZealand happened. The Hugos happened. The
Hugos happened. The Hugos happened. The Hugos happened. Then it was
daytime and I had to sleep.
CoNZealand Fringe happened too! It was great!
There is A Lot to talk about. This is going to be a pretty Inside Baseball
issue, folks. If that doesn't work for you, that's okay - I've picked interstitials
highlighting some of the AMAZING Aotearoa New Zealand speculative
ction authors we learned a bit more about this week.
Onward, to Contents!
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A Note About Convention
Volunteering
Conventions are built on the backs of volunteers. None of them seem to
supply their sta , or in many cases their showrunners, with adequate
support and care but that's a whole other topic.
Volunteer teams develop a strong team spirit. And it's a very, very short
step from 'yay we're awesome, we're doing this hard thing!' to 'you're not
one of us, you're the enemy'. When that happens, lasing out follows,
because we're all alone in the high school cafeteria, waiting to be mocked
for doing what we do and loving it the way we do.
CoNZealand did an extraordinary job in no time whatsoever. The core of
the show -- its online presence -- was great. The praise for that
accomplishment belongs to the very volunteers who in some cases feel
deeply threatened and upset right now. Volunteers whose work, like that of
the Hugo nalists, threatens to be erased by the circumstances in which the
show was put together and the attention paid to a startlingly tone-deaf
Toastmaster and the terrible decision to make no e ort to edit him.
To all the CoNZealand volunteers: I see you. I see your hard work.
Thank you.
The issues being raised by our community this week are with the structure
you inherited and were bound by. None of that is the fault of volunteers,

acting with minimal resources, time, communication and support.
My intention here is to report my own experiences and do so honestly.
There are things that have to be done to make this experience better for
everyone. My hope is my experiences can help with that.
But even as we go on, please remember this is not your fault. No one action
you took could cause or overcome the systemic barriers genre ction
events face. That responsibility lies with all of us, collectively, to build better
spaces.

Photo from the CoNZealand Twitter account (uncredited)

Land of the Long White Cloud
This has been a week of grand ideas failing in execution but surviving in
principle. One of those ideas is that Worldcon is intended to showcase the
city and culture within which it presides that year. This concept
underpinned some of the massive objection to the 2022 Jeddah Worldon

bid, alongside Saudi Arabia's legal system criminalising the mere identities
of many potential attendees, raised a couple of years ago.
I know it was actually a couple of weeks ago. Does it feel that way? Didn't
think so, moving on.
The centering of New Zealand creators and cultures was one of the things I
was most looking forward to with CoNZealand. That even if it was fully
online, we'd still have an opportunity to experience aspects of both the
local culture and more importantly, their genre ction culture. To learn
more about somewhere I've never been and always wanted to. To nd new
authors, new voices. To, if not boldly go, then have the con go for me.
The sum totality of New Zealand culture I encountered at CoNZealand
during the week was:
a great video about the construction of the Hugo bases. It was
replayed sometime in the second year of the Awards ceremony
an apparently mangled phrase of Māori that was used to signal
winners to prepare to be live on camera; and
a passing reference to the Sir Julius Vogel awards and a couple of
good pieces about them on File 770.
The Vogels are New Zealand's Hugos, named for Sir Julius Vogel who wrote
what is probably the rst full length science ction novel by a New
Zealander of any ethnicity. He was an interesting guy and you can nd
more details at the link and more details about the Vogels here.
The Vogels were awarded at CoNZealand. Not at the Hugo ceremony,
unlike other years where local awards have been added in, but at the Retro
Hugo ceremony. A ceremony which overran. A ceremony which, we'll see in
a moment, has problems of its own to deal with.
The end result is best described here by the excellent (and 2020 Vogel
winning!) Casey Lucas. It is sadly not a new story, indicative both of the
incredible determination and talent of New Zealand genre ction writers
and also how systemically they were overlooked. Overlooked in favor of the
very worst elements of genre's past, at the exact event that should have
lifted them up. Instead, it's fallen to the genre community to boost and laud
these accomplished, talented authors and creatives in the very midst of the
largest convention in the eld passing them over.
Now it's my turn. This week's interstitial pieces highlight the winners of the

2020 Sir Julius Vogel awards. Check them out, support their work, and
discover some incredible stories and creators.

2020 Sir Julius Vogel Award for Best Anthology
One of several Paper Road Press books on the winner's list. Volume 2 is now also
available.

The Shadows, Out Of Time
Editor's note: This article originated with a Twitter thread.
Two of the big winners at the Retro Hugos were John W.Campbell and HP
Lovecraft. As one of the 21st century's foremost philosophers once put it,
this is why we can't have nice things.
Before we dive into this, some important context. The Retro Hugos are
Hugo awards designed to be awarded to the best genre ction released in
the years the Hugo awards did not exist. Think of them as award Quantum
Leap, travelling back in time to laud those who have been forgotten by
history, set right what once went wrong and hoping against hope that each
leap will be the leap home.
On the surface, that sounds like a nice idea. In theory they introduce new
readers to older work and thanks to the hard work of reviews and critics,
recontextualise the past, turning it into the exact sort of compass point the
rocket of genre ction needs to head towards a brighter, more inclusive,
kinder, weirder future.
That's certainly what my friend and fellow Fan Writer Finalist Cora Buhlert
has been championing for some time now. If you want to learn more about
the Retro Hugos, Cora's work is an essential starting point.
And yet, despite the best e orts of Cora and others, the Retros this year
included big wins for...
HP Lovecraft and John W.Campbell.
Uncle Racism and Editor Whitewash have logged into the chat. In fact, they
never logged o , and that's the problem.

2020 Sir Julius Vogel Award for Best Novel
Do you want to look at the same photo of Rhode Island's number one Celine Dion
lookalike that always gets used? No? Didn't think so.
Have the cover to Best Novel Vogel award winning novel The Dawnhounds by Sasha
Stronach, available now! Stronach also won the Best New Talent Vogel!

Campbell and Lovecraft cast long shadows. That's a massive problem. For
everyone.
Let's start with HP shall we? Banquo's Incredibly Racist Ghost is part of the

creative atmosphere I work in. Horror is my day job, I host a horror ction
podcast and we deal with cosmic horror, Mythos stories and the like
regularly. That doesn't mean Lovecraft exclusively, and a lot of great work
has been done by people to take back the mythos he popularized. Silva
Moreno Garcia (run, do not walk and buy everything she writes) is
especially great as is the incandescently talented Cassandra Khaw's brace
of cosmic horror novellas.
Cthulhu, like Wu-Tang, is for the children. Especially the children of people
Lovecraft spent much of his life not viewing as people. That's brilliant. As
old friend and badass editor Lee Harris put it; HPL would hate the people
playing with his toys now and that warms the cockles of my telltale heart let
me tell you.
But, the fact that even NOW people have decided his provable,
documented, colossal racism is still up for debate? Not so much. Last year
at Worldcon, I moderated (on paper, at least) a panel with two major horror
editors on it. One of them, after he'd told me where to sit and monopolised
half the panel talking, said, and I quote, 'I don't buy all that stu about him
being racist.' Which is both a Look and a Choice. Both shitty.
But Lovecraft's shadow means we miss no only other authors, but other
toolboxes. The weird status of Lovecraft's intellectual property and
copyright, which at times was doubtless weaponized by the author, grants
his stories functional immortality. His toybox is the one a lot of people use
and while they make new things with it, it always comes back to him. His
work doesn't just take up the center, it insists on de ning the space and
what we see inside it.
As we'll see with Campbell, Lovecraft has shifted the Overton Window of
the very de nitions of genre ction for decades. And like Campbell, he's
holding on with a racist rictus grip even now.

2020 Sir Julius Vogel Award for Best Professional Artwork
No photos of John W. Campbell were interesting or worth highlighting.
This is the Vogel award winning cover to Dragon Pearl, written by Yoon Ha Lee,
cover by Vivienne To.

So! Let's talk about John W.Campbell, shall we?
Have you ever read The Cold Equations? It's a renowned short story about a
female stowaway on a rescue ship, how much fuel they have and the
di cult choices she and the pilot have to make. The version that we know,

the version that saw print, is the third version Campbell was sent.
Here's a quote from SF writer Joe Green:
...three times sent 'Cold Equations' back to Godwin, before he got the version he
wanted ... Godwin kept coming up with ingenious ways to save the girl! Since the
strength of this deservedly classic story lies in the fact that the life of one young
woman must be sacri ced to save the lives of many, it simply would not have
the same impact if she had lived.[31]
This is where it starts.
The women who break a heel when running from monsters. The women
who are nothing but danger sirens to scream alert for the sentient
chestmeat they are draped across. The women who are brilliant physicists
and doctors but don't understand weapons or doors or feelings or science.
According to Asimov, Campbell's vision of science ction was based on the
idea that 'writers understand science and understand people'. People in
this instance presumably spelt 'men'.
Campbell's de nition of the science ction he wanted didn't just shape a
'Golden Age,' it shaped the critical criteria we use to assess genre ction. If
you don't think that's intensely damaging and we're still paying the price for
it, then look up Tiptree's career. Or Becky Chambers. Or Karen Traviss. Or
NK Jemisin. Or the most dishonest, most whinging version of everyone's
least favorite literary movement from a few years ago when it said 'We just
want good simple rocket adventures back!'
We all know what that meant. What they really wanted. Who they want
crewing those rockets, and who would be thrown out airlocks.
As a personal aside? Campbell is the origin of the straight line that led to
myself and a dozen friends losing an afternoon in San Jose two years ago
when idiot bigots emboldened by King Idiot Bigot decided that trolling a
science ction convention was something adults do.
Thanks for nothing, John. Have yet another posthumous Hugo.
Campbell's shadow looms larger than life, even today. And that breaks my
heart because to me, science ction should be about tomorrow, and how
we get there, not yesterday and how we remake it. By all means, learn from
the past. But giving it contextless awards? Skip me, thanks.

Especially as Campbell eclipses so many other editors who have worked
endlessly to steer the rocket forward, to make space for work that
Campbell's shadow forces to the margins. To prove the lie at the heart of
Campbell's shadow: science ction has ALWAYS been interesting and varied
and broad.
That we've had to relearn as much rests on Campbell's shoulders. The fact
that so many don't want to engage with the lessons of this history lies at his
feet.
The Retro Hugos are a laudable principle. But they don't exist in a vacuum,
and to treat them as such insults modern readers and reinforces the deeply
awed view of an editor in who gouged his name into the eld rather than
helped others write their own.
The award could be better than this, and it is my sincere hope that next
time, the winners will be too.

2020 Sir Julius Vogel Award for Best Youth Novel
The Clockill and The Thief by Gareth Ward, from Walker Books.

Sin is dying, poisoned by his blue blood. His troubles deepen when the traitor who
poisoned him escapes from the custody of the Covert Operations Group and sets out
for revenge. COG tasks Sin, his friend Zonda Chubb and their frenemy Velvet Von
Darque with recapturing the traitor, whatever the cost. Taking to the air in pursuit,
they must battle skypirates and the terrifying Clockill to complete their mission. But
with his condition worsening, can Sin survive long enough to save his friends, himself
and the day?

New reader? Looking for a back issue?
Buy me a co ee?

Website

Twitter

Instagram

Facebook

2020 Sir Julius Vogel Award for Best Short Story
The excellent Casey Lucas took home the Best Short Story Vogel for A Shriek
Across The Sky in Sponge Magazine.

Fringe Science
There was an idea...
In this instance, it was the idea of the rst Booktuber Hugo nalist Claire
Rousseau. A small collection of convention panels, livestreamed on
YouTube in formation with CoNZealand. We talked through the logistics,
Claire gured out how it could be done and then...
I returned to full consciousness two full days later frantically typing panel
descriptions while Marguerite wrote a Code of Conduct. Turns out you can
attend two digital conventions simultaneously! Though I hear the record
sits with the brilliant K. Tempest Bradford at four.
So this is what we made. It's all there for you to enjoy any time you want.
Transcripts are in progress.
We made it because with CoNZealand being ten plus hours o set we knew
that there'd be a struggle for those of us in European time zones to engage
with the programming. We knew a lot of other folks felt the same way.
Many who got involved were motivated by their own frustrations with their
programming experiences, both historic and with CoNZealand.
It went REALLY well. The central team of Claire, Marguerite, Adri Joy, C @
The Middle Shelf, Cheryl Morgan and I were joined by an all star cast of
panelists. We covered topics ranging from Aeotearoa Speculative Fiction to
Advancing Podcasting. We only ever crossed over with the earliest hour of
CoNZealand (no programming or events) and they made it clear we didn't
need their permission to do what we were doing.
We also screwed up, twice.
The rst was the name. We knew there were a few hard and fast things we
couldn't use (waves at WSFS), but we sailed entirely too close to
CoNZealand for anyone's comfort. Many saw that as a whole array of things
- intentional slight, rude, a threat, 'contemptible', grandstanding, 'award
bait', a whole list of descriptors that probably say more about the fears and

views of those levelling the accusations than anything else. We had no
intention of 'counterprogramming' anything. Fringes have taken place at
Worldcons before; Dublin had one. And while ours wasn't as integrated into
CoNZealand as it could have been, it wasn't for lack of our trying.
Our debrief is ongoing and we're taking steps to ensure the issue doesn't
reoccur. We're already in conversation with a couple of other shows and
have a name change forthcoming.
We also overextended exactly once on moderation. We didn't react fast
enough to a chat being swamped by trolls and for that, we're deeply sorry
too. Once the chat was locked down and the panel concluded, we
apologized to the panelists immediately and made sure the rest of the
hosting channels had clear information about how to prevent a
reoccurrence.
Jed? You have a question?

Our formal debrief in in a few days. The plan is to codify everything we
know and have, everything we discovered, everything we learned and
wished we could have done and construct a Convention-in-a-Box kit. That
will be released as ideological freeware so anyone who wants to add time
zone friendly programming to a distant convention can do. For this to do
what's intended, to empower people to create their own content, our
mistakes need to be shoulder to shoulder with our triumphs.
If you want to hear more, you can sign up for updates.
Are we doing this again? Probably yeah. As Cheryl Morgan pointed out, do

something twice it's a venerated fan tradition and I doubt we'll dodge a
second one forever. But that isn't the point.
Crucially, we aren't the point. This was never an attempt to replace a
convention a decade in the planning with seven folks and as many days. It
was intended to build a toolbox that everyone could use to enhance their
convention experience. Because even now, in the center of this hellstorm of
a year, it's vital to ensure everyone feels at home, everyone feels heard and
everyone gets a chance to shine.
Even if they shine on the genre's Fringe.
ConZFringe's entire content list is available here for free for as long as
YouTube exists.
The Fringe was a project developed by Claire Rousseau with Adri Joy, C @
The Middle Shelf, Alasdair Stuart, Marguerite Kenner, Cheryl Morgan and
Cassie Hart.
Our host channels were • Claire Rousseau • Noria Reads • Kitty G • Bree
Reads Books • Ski y & Fanty • Emiloid • Betime Bookworm • That's So
Poe • Cheryl Morgan • Thoughts on Tomes • Kalanadi •.
Thank you to Pablo Defendini, Forestofglory, Susan, Ira Alexandre, Sarah
Waites, Bree @ Bree Reads Books, Melanie Harding-Shaw, Benjamin C.
Kinney, and to everyone across our various slacks and discords who
pitched in with help and advice.
And a special thank you to all of our panelists across the week.

2020 Sir Julius Vogel Award for Best Novella
From A Shadow Grave by Andi C. Buchanan from Paper Road Press.
Wellington, 1931. Seventeen-year-old Phyllis Symons’ body is discovered in the Mt.
Victoria tunnel construction site. Eighty years later, Aroha Brooke is determined to
save her life.

Facing Backward on the Rocket
The Hugo Awards Ceremony was a catastrophe this year and did not need
to be.
Before the angry letters start, there absolutely is a place for the exploration
and veneration of the past. It's called the Retro Hugos,and we talked about
earlier it has problems of it's own. None of them solved by rehashing the
case all over again for a captive audience in a di erent award ceremony.
Because in doing so, the Hugo Award ceremony not only obfuscates both
the nalists and the genuinely great work so many volunteers worked to do
but brings an uncomfortable truth into the stark light:
For the second year running, Worldcon has failed its burden of care to
Hugo nalists. And for the second year running, that's on George RR
Martin.
I don't want to re-hash the Hugo Losers Party in Dublin because honestly
GRRM has done that for me. There, he couldn't be bothered to book a
properly sized venue and told his friends there was no need to leave while
a hundred nalists, invitations in hand, shivered on the street in the drizzle.
This year, he changed hats and Funko dolls while throwing from Taped
George to Live George and explaining how Semiprozines don't 'quite pay
enough' as he came to us live from the movie theater he recently bought.
An awful lot of things on Friday night made an awful lot of people very
angry. That one? As the co-owner of four semipro markets that operate in a
format I'm reasonably certain Martin thinks is the devil's work? That's the
hill I choose to hulk out on. Semiprozines don't pay enough? Why not fund
one, Mr Martin? Or, here's a thought, all of them? Every magazine in the
eld could pay short ction authors liveable rates and then some forever
for the cost of a season of the Game of Thrones prequel but I guess while
some Lannisters pay their debts, other just leave IOUs.
The THREE AND A HALF HOUR ceremony, of which TWO HOURS was the
George and Bob Tell... Stories? I Guess? Show was, in a word, horri c.

Whether it was the relentless canonization of renowned racist and nolonger-award-named John W. Campbell, mispronouncing literally every
second name or o colour, ableist, sexist, transphobic racist humour there
wasn't a moment in his serial bits which landed, was funny, necessary or
sharp.
There was much less that was even relevant. Martin has talked about
wanting to educate the New Zealand fandom on the history of the Hugo,
presumably because he believes the mail and the Internet have yet to
reach those far ung shores. While his intent was condescending, it perhaps
came from a good place. Or would have done if he hadn't carefully skipped
over both NK Jemisin's history making triple win and the renaming of the
Campbell Award to remind us of the time Robert 'THE DEAAAAAN of
Science Fiction' Heinlein won a Hugo three times in nine years.
Nothing he said worked. And he said a lot.
This is the point where others have said he's old. Or CoNZealand let him
down. This is the point where people who retweet Ted Cruz land in my
Twitter lter telling me 'your wrong your the facsist'.
This is the point where I remind people he had AT LEAST six weeks to
collect and learn to pronounce names, and he apparently couldn't be
bothered to even ask one of his sta do it. Though he did make time to tell
us -- live on camera -- where one of his sta were conceived.
George RR Martin has proven he doesn't care about Hugo nalists.
So why do we keep putting Hugo nalists in his care?
The only good to come from the profoundly, relentlessly terrible ceremony
has been its unifying e ect. Some of the same folks I've seen complaining
about nalists feeling 'entitled to panels' at Worldcon are openly disgusted
with how Martin acted. One or two major industry gures have even
condemned his behavior. While everyone else presumably keeps quiet and
waits for an invite to a WILD Cards anthology.
The next two Worldcons have announced their Toastmasters and/or Hugo
hosts; GRRM is not on the list. It looks, a lot, like the corner may have nally
been turned.
It need to. Is HAS to.
Worldcon is a fan event and, I now realize, the Hugos have always sat

uneasily on its side of the table. Among new pros in particular, there's a
sense of Worldcon being a place you have to work to attract an audience
and build a reputation. Among some fans, there's a tendency to look at
Hugo nalists as driven, somewhat capitalistic dynamos who don't give a
damn about the past and just want their shiny rocket now thank you.
There's truth to both sides. But there needn't be sides at all and a big part
of why there are is the same reason Martin's performance hurt so much:
poor communication. The bitter irony of defending Ackerman, Campbell
and Bloody HP Bloody Lovecraft yet a-Bloody-gain is such behaviour
encourages and enables the very insularity that creates barriers. For
everyone, especially if you're new to the genre, or you want to make a living
at it, or is a di erent ethnicity, or sexuality, or nationality or generation.
This includes Hugo nalists, when treated like an unwanted nuisance. Like
an afterthought. Like, as Seanan McGuire puts it, the butts of a decades
past sellby date joke. No one wants that. My hope is least of all Martin
himself. I mean, someone has to buy his books, right?
One of the genuine tragedies of all this is that Martin is uniquely positioned
to bridge this exact gap and clearly can't be bothered to try. He's a pro who
insists he's still a fan, a literal embodiment of the crossover from cult to
mainstream genre has navigated the last twenty years. He could have
thrown that door wide and welcomed us all through. Many give him credit
for doing exactly that the Sad Puppy year.
Instead, he slammed the door in our faces, leaving us reading the members
list of a long dead club.

2020 Sir Julius Vogel Award for Fan Artwork
You know what we need at this point? A tension breaker. And what better tension
breaker than Laya Rose's gorgeous portrait of Dark Crystal: Age of Resistance's
Deet, the winner of the Best Fan Art Vogel.

But there is one thing he has done. The ceremony has been son universally
reviled we're all pretty much on the same page now. There is real hurt and
distress among the last two years of Hugo nalists not to mention a
tremendous amount of (I would argue) justi ed anger. Along with a strong

current of exhaustion, embarrassment and guilt in elements of the
Worldcon community.
None of us want this to happen again. Ever. For the next two years, it
seems poised not to. And that's a great start! But it's just a start and we
have to build on it. Facing backwards on a rocket racing towards the future
is a choice, and it's one that shouldn't be made for us.
Worldcon. The clue's in the name.
I have to be honest, I don't want him near the ceremony ever again,
certainly not without an editor or Con Chair or handler who isn't afraid to
tell him no.
But the future itself? Everyone gets to go to that.

2020 Sir Julius Vogel Award for Best Fan Production/Publication
Laya Rose also won the Vogel for Best Fan Production/Publication for this gorgeous
Critical Role fanzine, Plant Life, focused on Caduceus. It's out of stock but do check
her website for other work.

Want More?

2020 Sir Julius Vogel Award for Best Fan Writer
FAN WRITER REPRESENT! Sitrep, Alex Lindsay's monthly column for Phoenixine
won the Best Fan Writer Vogel.

Signal Boost
In Memorium
Seb Patrick was a phenomenal pop culture journalist and spectacular
human. I never had the chance to meet him but always admired his
work and his outlook. He died suddenly this week and is survived by
his wife and child. Please go help them out.
Conventions and Genre Awards
No wait come back! GOOD news, I promise! The brilliant
Fiyahcon team has announced their inaugural Ignyte Awards! They're
crowdfunding now for trophies, please consider helping out. Finalists
will be announced Monday, August 17th, with voting by the broader

SFF community through September 11th. Winners will be announced
the weekend of the convention.
Books
Fox Spirit are a fantastic indie publisher, and with CA Yates they've got
an amazing writer doing amazing editorial work on their new
anthology. The Book of Love is on an open subs call until the end of the
month, I'll be chatting to its intrepid editor in a future issue and you
should absolutely send a story in.
Den Patrick and Pete Newman are two ercely talented modern
fantasy writers. They're also deeply lovely humans, as is Juliet
Mushens who will be chairing a conversation between them on
Thursday 20th August. Details here.
John Appel brings word of the Young Writers in Baltimore Summer
Studio. They're crowdfunding. It's a great cause so please help out if
you can.
Newsletter
Aidan Moher, consistently brilliant writer, lover of old video games
and fellow living avatar of enthusiasm is about to launch a new
newsletter, Astrolabe.
Science
The always amazing Katherine Inskip brings news of a call for
speakers for Finding Ada, the rst ever virtual conference for women
in STEM. Full details here.
Comics
Amazingly talented comics creator Jennie Gyllblad returns to By Man
and Angels! Check out the Kickstarter for the latest issue here.

Signal Boost - Fringe Edition

Memphis? You ready? COOL.
Welcome folks to CoNZealand Fringe. Every panel, every video, every host
and participant.
What Is Modern Aotearoa New Zealand Speculative Fiction?
Moderated by Cassie Hart
Panellists AJ Fitzwater, Andi Buchanan, Sascha Stronach
Hosted by Claire Rousseau
Dear WorldCon Fandom: Welcome to Booktube
Moderated by Claire Rousseau
Panellists Jocelyn @ Yogi With A Book, Noria @ Noria Reads, Emily @
Emiloid, Marines @ My Name is Marines
Hosted by Claire Rousseau
Fanzines Online: Fan publications in the age of social media
Moderated by Yours Truly
Panellists Adri Joy, Travis @ The Fantasy Inn, Gavia Baker-Whitelaw,
Nisha @Cloaked Creators
Hosted by Claire Rousseau
Your Fave Is Problematic: A Perennial Fandom Dilemma
Moderated by Noria Reads
Panellists Russell A Smith, Jeannette Ng, Shaun Duke, Foz Meadows
Hosted by Noria Reads
A New Century of Conversation: What books from 2000 - 2020 will we still
be talking about in 2100?
Moderated by Sean Dowie
Panellists Stewart Hotston, Hammard @Galactic Journey and Cloaked
Creators, C @The Middle Shelf
Hosted by Kitty G
Dragons On A Spaceship: the resurgence of science fantasy & genrebending ction
Moderated by Bogi Takàcs
Panellists Gareth L Powell, DongWon Song, Jeannette Ng, Suyi Davies
Okungbowa
Hosted by Bree Reads Books

Worlds that Breathe: Interactive Worldbuilding in Games
Moderated by Noria Reads
Panellists Avery @redrocketpanda, Helen Gould, Tanya DePass, Elsa
Sjunneson
Hosted by Noria Reads
SFF Awards in the 2010s: A Retrospective
Moderated by Shaun Duke
Panellists Bogi Takàcs, Didi Chanoch, Usman T. Malik, Jeannette Ng
Hosted by Ski y & Fanty
Genre Podcasts: Beyond the Basics
Moderated by Jen Zink
Panellists Marguerite Kenner, Wil Williams, Tonia Ransom @ Nightlight
Podcast, CL Clark
Hosted by Ski y & Fanty
Tubes, Pods, Tweets and Blogs: Fan Criticism in the Digital Age
Moderated by Brent Lambert
Panellists Paul Weimer, Foz Meadows, Leslie Byron Pitt, Claire
Rousseau
Hosted by Emiloid
Best Parts of the Worst Year: Favourite Books & Media of 2020
Moderated by Yours Truly
Panellists Sean Dowie, Oghenechovwe Donald Ekpeki, RSA Garcia,
Joanne Hall
Hosted by Betime Bookworm
Making Space for the New: How YA Trends Predict Cultural Shifts in SFF
Moderated by Naseem Jamnia
Panellists (M), Katherine Inskip, Whiti Hereaka, Melissa Caruso
Hosted by
Sensitivity Reading: What is it, who does it, who needs it?
Moderated by Cheryl Morgan
Panellists Mike Carey, iori Kusano, Yvonne Lin, Corinne Duyvis
Hosted by Cheryl Morgan
And There Was Only One Panel: The Joy of Fan c, or Squeeing About Our
Favourite Tropes

Moderated by Sam @ Thoughts on Tomes
Panellists Elizabeth Minkel, Brent Lambert, Iona Datt Sharma
Hosted by Thoughts on Tomes
Good News On The Horizon: Upcoming Books & Media We Can’t Wait For
Moderated by Natalie @ Galactic Journey
Panellists Rachel @ Kalanadi, Lali @ The Portal Bookshop, Thomas @
SFF180, Sean Dowie
Hosted by Kalanadi
That's this week's Signal Boost, folks. If you have a project you'd like to see
here get in touch.

2020 Sir Julius Vogel Award for Services to
Science Fiction, Fantasy and Horror
Melanie Harding-Shaw everyone! Mel is an astonishingly talented and fiercely
organized writer, conrunner and all around badass who quite rightly received the
Vogel for Services to Science Fiction, Fantasy and Horror. A local community
organizer, she's active with SpecFic NZ and the New Zealand Society of Authors and
is a vital force both in and in defining the community. Go say hi.

So How Does It Feel To Lose

Two Hugos?
From a personal level? Pretty good! I went into Friday expecting nothing
(besides perhaps a fun night. GEORGE.) so leaving with nothing wasn't a
shock. That isn't being fatalistic either. I'm deliriously happy to see Bogi's
work recognized and I'm super excited to see what we all do next.
Besides, I'm guessing, sleep.
From a professional level? I'd have loved to have won of course, and I'd
have loved Escape Pod to win. But where last year I was overly focused on
what might happen if I did win, this year I was focused on what would
happen win or lose. I live and work with the love of my life, I nd joy in that
work and where possible I actually help people. I'm ercely proud of our
Escape Pod team, delighted to be part of the show and I know everyone's
moment will come.
At just over the halfway mark of 202AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA!, that's enough.

2020 Sir Julius Vogel Award for Best Dramatic Presentation
New Zealand born David Bishop is responsible for an entire tranche of formative
comics experiences for me. I'm delighted to see him pick up the Best Dramatic
Presentation Vogel for Doctor Who:The Elysian Blade.

2020 Sir Julius Vogel Award for Services to Fandom

Grace Bridges is a conchair, frequent international fandom ambassador, writer,
graphic artist, cosplayer, publisher, editor, gamer, speaker, panellist, mentor, and
strong community activist. Grace fully embraces her role as both a creator and a fan

of science fiction and fantasy and is a powerful force for good in New Zealand
fandom.

Find me on The Online
Website

Twitter

Instagram

Facebook

2020 Sir Julius Vogel Award for Best Professional Production/Publication
Finally, Swords, by Matthew Willis, took home the Best Professional
Production/Publication Vogel!

Signing O

/ Playing Out

Thanks for reading, folks! I know this one was very Behind The Music!
Above the Police! Just to the left of the chippy! No! The good one! And I
hope you enjoyed it nonetheless.
Until then the KennerStuart Instagram and the goddamn Twitters are the
best places to nd us.

We're also on Twitch twice a week! Check in on Sunday mornings for chill
video gaming and co ee and come back next Wednesday at 10pm BST for
the second instalment of A Wizard's Guide to Defensive Baking by the
amazing T. King sher! A book somehow even cooler than its name sounds.
#TeamBob.
This work is produced for free. If you like what you read please consider
dropping something in the tip jar. Thank you :).
Playing us out this week is... it's something. It's really something. Know
what else it is?

a Full Lid.
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